The Key to Getting Your Mission to Resonate:
Write Differently for Different Audiences!
Have you ever copied some content from a grant application to reuse as
social media content? It won you the grant, after all. You expect it to do pretty
well on your facebook feed. You hit send, waiting for the comments, likes and
shares to roll in. And…. nothing.
If you’ve worked in communications or fundraising in a small nonprofit shop,
you’ve probably experienced this exact feeling. Or something very similar.
Great content for one audience just doesn’t always translate. This means,
while repurposing your content can be a great time-saving strategy it can
also backfire.
The key, then, is to make sure your content is hitting the right note for the
particular audience. That is truly what all nonprofit work is about right ?
Reaching the right person, with the right message, at the right time.
To help you with this, I’ve put together a guide to customizing your message
for different audiences and settings. I’ve included an example of a food pantry
and how it can shift its messaging throughout so you have a real-world
example to follow along with. So without further ado…

Individuals: It’s all about the story
When you are writing to individuals, whether it’s in a direct mail appeal, a
social media post, or an in-person conversation, the key to engaging your
audience is telling a great story.
This is actually trickier than it may sound at first. How do you boil down your
entire mission to a single individual? It’s also natural for nonprofit leaders to
want to highlight the reach of their mission - not just the individual impact,
but the impact at scale.
But unfortunately - humans aren’t wired to respond to that. We hear
numbers and our eyes glaze over. But when we hear a name and a story, we
are primed to listen, engage, and support. Study after study has been done,
and the message that is presented (individual storytelling vs sharing statistics
or info about the larger scale problem you address) relates to major
differences in number and amounts of donations made. When people are
asked to support bettering the life of a single person, they donate more than
if they are asked to support “ending homelessness” or “addressing climate
change”. Frustrating, but true!
So the lesson here is clear: When talking to individual donors, tell a story
about a single person, and you’ll find support.
Example
Even with two jobs, sometimes the Clarks need a little extra help
in getting food on the table. Your gift of $5 will feed a family like
the Clarks for one week. Can you help us in ensuring more
families never need to worry about where their next meal is
coming from?

For a larger individual donation, how do you make this work? You show how
that gift will impact your organization’s ability to better serve the Clarks and
families like theirs. Will your check-in process be more seamless? Will you be
able to provide more nutritious food options? Will you be able to serve a
larger number of families each year for the next several years? With larger
gifts, you still want to tie it to the individual story. You just want to frame the
longer term impact in how it will affect that single story.

Grant funders: It’s all about the impact
For grant funders, stories like the Clarks above are important. But they are
only a small piece of the overall puzzle. Grant funders most often want to see
the quantifiable impact their investment will have in the community and
your mission. They also want to know you have the systems in place to reliably
report and capture your success toward these quantifiable goals (both within
your programs and your financials!)
The key to a great grant application? Data. And not just any data - data that
tells the story of your mission and “personifies” the problem you are focused
on solving. This data can (and probably should) be a mix of internal and
external statistics. Internal data is data that tells the story of your program
and organization’s direction, achievements, challenges, etc. External data is
data that highlights the community problem from a credible source outside
of the organization.

Example
Internal data: In the past year, demand at our food pantry has
increased 25%. Families like the Clarks, who are a family of four
where both parents work two jobs, are coming more often - and
increased outreach has resulted in new families finding out about
our service. We want to serve anyone who comes through our
doors, but unfortunately right now we don’t have the capacity to
do so.
External data: According to a study from Health Affairs, children
from food insecure households were two times more likely to be
in fair or poor health than children from food secure households.
These effects last into adulthood - food insecure adults have 2.4
times higher risk of diabetes and hypertension (source). By
lessening barriers to healthy food, our food pantry is improving
the health outcomes of the entire family.

Corporate partners: It’s all about the mission alignment
& mutual benefit
When connecting with corporate partners, there are two facets to consider.
The first facet - before you even craft a message for the partnership - is the
mission alignment of your cause with the corporate partners in question.
Corporate partners will often naturally gravitate toward a cause related to
their own business mission. For larger companies, those causes will be pretty
obvious (think banks and credit unions supporting financial literacy
programs!) For small business owners and entrepreneurs, it may not always
be as straightforward. These people have their own interests and life histories
that may translate to a specific philanthropic passion. This certainly isn’t a
small business example, but Wendy’s founder Dave Thomas and the Dave
Thomas Foundation have a long history of supporting adoption and
foster-care related causes. This may not be related to Wendy’s restaurant
mission, but it is a personal passion of the founder.
With these two “routes” to partnership in mind, spend some time focusing
less on what you are going to say and more who you should plan to say it to.
Take some time to ask yourself the following, brainstorming answers for your
organization:
> What local or regional companies might have overlapping mission
alignment with our cause?
Example
For a food pantry, it could be a grocery store chain, a restaurant,
or even a food supplier.

> What companies or business owners are passionate about our mission? Do
we have current donors or volunteers that own local businesses?
This will help you develop a solid list of potential corporate partners. Now that
you have that list in place, the next step is to figure out how to communicate
with them.

This is where the second facet - mutual benefit - comes into play. When
communicating with potential corporate partners, you should focus your
message on the proposed mutual benefit that the partnership would provide.
Mutual benefit shows up in many forms. The most commonly discussed is what marketing benefit will the company receive? Will their logo be
displayed in front of a crowd of potential customers? Will you link to their
company website on your own website? For some companies, this may be
the benefit that matters most - but those aren’t always the companies you
want to spend the most time targeting.
Mutual benefit is most impactful when you can highlight how your work will
extend and expand the business’ mission or support the business owner’s (or
employee’s) personal passion.
Let’s look to the food pantry for examples of each option for corporate
partnerships.

Example
Extend and expand the business’ mission: XYZ grocery chain has
a long history of ensuring quality, nutritious food makes it on to
the tables of thousands of American families each night. XYZ’s
charitable support of our food pantry will expand on that mission
to serve families in need, too.
Support the business owner’s personal passion: This one is so
personal that it is difficult to dream up an imaginary example.
But by highlighting the business owner’s personal history of
supporting similar causes (or, potentially, their own experiences
with food pantries growing up), you can show the business owner
how their support will cement their legacy and support the cause
they are deeply passionate about.

So what doesn’t change when it comes to
communicating your mission?
No matter who you are writing for, there are a few non-negotiables in the
world of getting your message across:
● Your mission and vision are not flexible! If you aren’t the right fit for
the person or company you’re writing for, there is no adjusting your
purpose to make it more likely you’ll succeed in gaining that donor’s
support. Mission creep is not good!
● Every message should be as individually tailored as possible. The
more you know about your audience, the more you can tailor your
message to align their goals with your organization’s. This is a
continuous process - not a “one and done” scenario!
● Your clients/participants are real people, not characters in your
dramatizations. In the quest to engage your audience, it can be
tempting to dramatize the clients your organization works with. But as
a nonprofit leader, it’s your duty to honor that whole person, and share
their story in a way that lifts them up. Whenever possible, ask your
clients to share the impact or transformation they have felt from your
organization’s services in their own words. This way, their stories can be
told while still maintaining their dignity, autonomy, and respect as an
individual. And that respect for your clients should never falter,
regardless of who you are communicating with!

Want more help with communicating your mission?
Let’s chat!
Bonnie@BanyanNonprofitStrategy.com

